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Big Miracle is an upcoming romantic drama film starring Drew Barrymore and John 
Krasinski. The film, directed by Ken Kwapis, is based on the 1989 book Freeing the 
Whales by Tom Rose. The book covers Operation Breakthrough, the 1988 
international effort to rescue grey whales from being trapped in ice near Point 
Barrow, Alaska. The film is scheduled to be released on February 3, next year. 
 

SECTION A 

[15 marks] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1   The notice above tells us that 

A   the offer is valid for two months 

B   there is a 50% discount on all toys 

C   this is a special offer for students 

D   there are children‟s clothes on the second floor 

               L: KNOWLEDGE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2   We can predict the film‟s title refers to the 

 

A   effort to release the whales near Point Barrow 

B   success of rescuing the trapped whales 

C   romance between Barrymore and Krasinski 

D   book which was written a year after the rescue  

 

          L: SYNTHESIS 

Bintang Hypermarket 

Special School Holiday Offer! 

15 December – 31 December 

Ground Floor – Groceries 

1
st
 Floor – Ladies‟ Section 

2
nd

 Floor – Men‟s and Children‟s Section 

3
rd

 Floor – Stationery and Toys 

 

 

 

 

 

Up to 50% 

discount on 

selected 

items 
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STEPS TO START A BUSINESS 
 

Step 1: Templates for Writing a Business Plan 

 
 

Step 2: Get Business Assistance and Training 

 
 

Step 3: Choose a Business Location 

 
 

Step 4: Register a Business Name 
 

 

3  The step that should allow a potential businessman to map out how to run a business is 

A   Step 1 

B   Step 2 

C   Step 3 

D   Step 4 

        L: COMPREHENSION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4   From this letter, we know that  

A   Raihan is successful in her studies  

B   Sam is persuading Raihan to study hard 

C   Raihan does not have any problems in her studies 

D   Sam is giving study tips to Raihan so she can be a top scorer  

          L: SYNTHESIS 

Dear Raihan, 

       It was lovely to hear from you after such a long time. 
 
       If you want to be successful, you must set goals. Moreover, you must be prepared before 

each lesson. This will help you achieve your goals. In addition, you must pay attention in class. 

Focus on what the teacher is teaching. You must always ask questions if you do not 

understand. You can ask your teachers to explain things to you.  

 

       Well, that’s all for now. Hope you will pass the examination with flying colours. 

            Bye,

            Sam 
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5   In the text above, „it‟ refers to environmental 

 

A   concerns 

B   damages 

C   disasters 

D   changes 

L: ANALYSIS 

 

 

WORLD BOOK DAY 
(Free English Newspaper Distribution) 

 

Toll Plaza Time 

Juru 9.00 a.m. – 11.00 a.m. 

Bangi 9.00 a.m. – 11.30 a.m. 

Jalan Duta 9.00 a.m. – 1.00 p.m. 

Sungai Besi 9.00 a.m. – 11.30 a.m. 

Penang Bridge 9.00 a.m. – 12.00 p.m. 

 

6 Based on the table above, the distribution of newspapers will end simultaneously at 

 

A   Sungai Besi and Juru 

B   Bangi and Jalan Duta 

C   Bangi and Sungai Besi  

D   Juru and Penang Bridge 

L: ANALYSIS 

 

 

 

45, 000 

Environmental concerns are now, more than ever, at the top of our 

society’s list of priorities. Previous generations played a role in causing the 

Mother Nature to suffer, and it’s up to future generations to fix it. 
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7  The following statements are true except 

A   The interest rate is below 5 % 

B   The car costs below RM 50,000 

C   You do not have to pay a deposit 

D   You have to wait for two months to get the car  

        L: COMPREHENSION 

 

 

8  The phrase skin deep in the dialogue means 

A   eternal 

B   essential 

C   superficial 

D   beneficial                       L: ANALYSIS 

 

 

 

 

 

 RM 45,000 

 Low interest rate (3.7% - 4.2%) 

 RM 450.00 monthly payment 

  „Zero‟ downpayment 

 Ready stock 
 

 

 

THE BEST OFFER OF THE YEAR! 

CONTACT: 

AMEEN @ 

012-3456789 

 

Gina is planning of 

having nose surgery. I 

think she should be 

grateful with what 

God has given her. 

You‟re right, Myra. 

Beauty is only skin 

deep. There are 

more important 

things in life. 
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Questions 9-15 are based on the following passage. Choose the best answer to fill in each blank. 

Rudeness or arguments are cutting online friendships short. A survey _________ (9) 

people are getting ruder on social media and two in five users have ended contact after a virtual 

argument. A survey _________ (10) virtual rudeness was conducted by Joseph Grenny, co-

chairman of a corporate training firm, Vital Smarts. The survey found 78% of 2,698 people 

_________ (11) an increase in rudeness online but the problem is that those people feel being 

rude online is perfectly fine for them. 

 It is revealed that one in five people have reduced __________ (12) face-to-face contact 

with someone they know in real life after an online quarrel. Moreover, the survey claims that 

online quarrels now __________ (13) spill into real life. “Two in five people blocking, 

unsubscribing or “unfriending” someone over a virtual argument,” said Grenny. 

 The world has changed and a significant proportion of relationships happen online 

_________ (14) manners haven‟t caught up with technology,” Grenny told Times Magazine. 

“What is really _________ (15) is that so many people disapprove of this behavior but people are 

still doing it. Why would you name-call online but never to that person‟s face?” 

 

9    A  shows      13   A  rarely 

      B  show             B  often 

      C  is shown                       C  never 

      D  is showing                       D  seldom  

  

10  A  on                  14  A  or 

      B  in             B  so 

      C  at             C  and  

      D  of             D  but 

 

11  A  report      15   A  amazing 

      B  reports             B  inspiring 

      C  reported                       C  surprising 

      D  reporting                       D  challenging 

 

12  A  their 

      B  they 

      C  them 

      D  theirs  

Questions 9-15 

L: APPLICATION 
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SECTION B 

[10 marks] 

Questions 16 -25 

Read the poster below and then use the information given to answer the questions that follow. 

 

TEACHER IDOL DEDICATION 

Calling all  

students! 
 

 

With Teacher’s Day coming up on May 16, StarEducate is inviting you to pen a few 
words (it can be a poem or a short essay) or you could even include a video clip to 
show your appreciation to a teacher who has touched your heart and inspired you. 

All you have to do is tell us in not more than 300 words who your favourite teacher 
is and the reasons you have selected him or her. Your entry should reach us by 
May 5. 

Top 10 best entries will be given prizes which are sponsored by Mega Publisher. 

Please e-mail your entries with the heading “Teacher Idol” to  
educate@thestar.com.my. Remember to include your full name, age, school and 
contact number. 

 

 

 

 

Poem? Essay? 

Video clip? 

The choice is 

yours! 
IF you have a favourite teacher and 
want to thank him/her for his/her 
hard work, this is your chance!  

mailto:educate@thestar.com.my
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TEACHER IDOL 

DEDICATION 

16. Dedicated to: 

…………………………

… 

17. Special event: 

.......................................... 

18. Participants: 

……………….………….

. 

Entries 

19. Essay: Maximum 

number of words: 

…………………………….. 

 

20. With lines and rhymes:  

…………………………….. 

21. Using multimedia:  

…………………………...... 

22. All entries are sent to: 

……………………………. 

23. Dateline:  

……………………………. 

Prizes 

24. Number of recipients: 

…………………………... 

25. Sponsored by: 

…………………………... 
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SECTION C 

 

[25 marks] 

 

Questions 26 – 31 are based on the following passage. 

 

1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 

 

 

 

 

 

3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 

 

 

 

 

5 

 

 

 

 

 

6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Don‟t lose yourself,” the old, bedridden man said. I was five at the time, and my family was 

visiting him. I can‟t remember his name or how we knew him. But two decades later, his words 

haunted me as I struggled to come to terms with my life. For years, I had suffered from depression. 

The first incident I can remember happened when I was 14. As I walked home one day, I was 

overcome with the urge to sit in a corner and weep. I barely managed to reach our flat before 

bursting into tears. These overwhelming, unexplained feelings frightened me.  

By the time I was 16, these outbursts were happening about once a month. Most of the time I lived 

my life normally, but then my mind seemed to take a life of its own. Initially they happened for no 

reason, but now everything became a reason – a frown from a teacher, first prize for an essay, a 

long queue at a canteen stall. It didn‟t matter whether the incidents were happy, sad or indifferent, 

all would be twisted by my mind into something horrible.  

One incident I recall vividly was a call from a friend. After we chatted for a while, she said she had 

to go because her mum was calling her. I spent the next two days agonising over whether she had 

hung up because she hated me. A little voice in my mind kept telling me how worthless, hopeless 

and stupid I was. I kept this a secret because I was scared and perplexed. I remember once trying to 

explain to my friend Alice, what was happening to me but I couldn‟t find the right words to express 

myself and eventually gave up. 

Not that my friends were completely unaware of my problems. More than once they tried to talk to 

me about my difficult home life. My father subjected my two younger sisters and me to terrible 

verbal abuse and my mother did little to support us. I now realise my family problems were a major 

factor in my depression, but at the time I denied anything was wrong. 

When I was 17, I concluded that the only way to stop my suffering was simply not to feel anything. 

This wasn‟t difficult because I was overwhelmed with my studies, two part-time jobs and looking 

after my sisters. I had no time to think, much less feel. At first the numbness was a huge relief from 

the mood swings, but it wasn‟t long before I realised that there was a vast emptiness in my heart. I 

could feel no emotions. It got to a point where I would cut myself just to feel something. 

I had become afraid of being by myself. I felt as if I was being chased by a black hole that would 

swallow me whole. Finally, when I was 25, I decided that I had to end my life. Fortunately, I never 

got the chance. That night, I bumped into my 16-year-old sister Isabella outside my room. Her eyes 

were swollen and she was sobbing. “I don‟t know why. I can‟t make the crying go away,” she said. 

I was horrified. I knew that depression could be hereditary. This incident jolted me to my senses. 

The desire to help Isabella prompted me to help myself. 

 

 

 

 

5 

 

 

 

 

 

10 

 

 

 

 

 

15 

 

 

 

 

 

20 

 

 

 

 

 

25 

 

 

 

 

 

30 
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7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I called my best friend Kath. I told her everything and on her insistence I visited a Family Service 

Centre and arranged to start counselling. I also joined a support group and started reading self-help 

books. More important, I made a decision to get out of depression. I forced myself to make new 

friends. I also convinced Isabella to start counselling and made her come out with my friends and I 

instead of being cooped up at home. Today, two years later, she is much better. She is taking a pre-

university course and has a circle of supportive friends. 

Depression is neither a choice nor a bad mood you can snap out of. It is an illness with an 

underlying cause. But no matter how much other people try to help, only the victims can help 

themselves get better. My depressive bouts haven‟t disappeared, but they are less frequent and less 

intense. It has not been easy to share my feelings, but it‟s getting easier all the time. And the best 

part is, I have been able to help Isabella. I did lose myself, but I managed to find myself again. 

                                                                       Adapted from: http://www.rdasia.com/finding-myself 

 

 

 

 

35 

 

 

 

 

 

40 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

26  From Paragraph 1,  

 

(a) who did the writer meet two decades ago?  

 

    ……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

          

                           [1 mark] 

      L: COMPREHENSION 

 

(b) when did the writer begin to suffer from depression? 

 

................................................................................................................................................. 

          [1 mark] 

      L: COMPREHENSION 

 

 

 

27 (a) From Paragraph 3, which word means “confused”?  

 

….…………………………………………………................................................................ 

          [1 mark]  

              L: APPLICATION 

 

(b) From Paragraph 4, what was the main cause of the writer‟s depression? 

 

................................................................................................................................................. 

          [1 mark]  

      L: COMPREHENSION 

http://www.rdasia.com/finding-myself
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28 (a) From Paragraph 5, what was the effect when the writer was too busy with her studies?  

................................................................................................................................................   

                                                                                                                                  [1 mark] 

      L: COMPREHENSION 

 

(b) From Paragraph 6, explain in your own words the meaning of “jolted me to my senses”. 

 

................................................................................................................................................. 

 

................................................................................................................................................. 

       [2 marks] 

                                                                                                                                L: SYNTHESIS 

 

29  From Paragraph 7, state an activity the writer encouraged her sister to do.  

 

................................................................................................................................................ 

          [1 mark] 

      L: COMPREHENSION 

 

30  What do you think are the benefits of sharing one‟s feelings when one is depressed?  

 

       Benefit 1: ………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 ………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

       Benefit 2: ……………………………………………………………………………………… 

 ………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

                   [2 marks] 

               L: EVALUATION 
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31   Based on the passage given, write a summary on:  

 

 the problems faced by the writer when she was depressed 

 

Credit will be given for use of own words but care must be taken not to change the original 

meaning. 

 

Your summary must  

 be in continuous writing (not in note form) 

 use materials from lines 4 – 32 

 not be longer than 130 words, including the 10 words given below 

      

Begin your summary as follows: 

 

When I was 14, as I walked home one day… 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

                  [15 marks] 
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……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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SECTION D 

[20 marks] 

32     Read the poem He Had Such Quiet Eyes below and answer the questions that follow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) In stanza 1, what makes the woman attracted to the man? 

 

................................................................................................................................................. 

           [1 mark] 

        L: COMPREHENSION 

 

 

 

He had such quiet eyes 

She did not realise 

They were two pools of lies 

Layered with thinnest ice 

To her, those quiet eyes 

Were breathing desolate sighs 

Imploring her to be nice 

And to render him paradise 

 

If only she‟d been wise 

And had listened to the advice 

Never to compromise 

With pleasure-seeking guys 

She‟d be free from „the hows and whys‟ 

 

Now here‟s a bit of advice 

Be sure that nice really means nice 

Then you‟ll never be losing at dice 

Though you may lose your heart once or twice 

     Bibsy Soenharjo 
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(b) In stanza 2, how can the girl be free from „the hows and whys‟? 

 

................................................................................................................................................. 

           [1 mark] 

        L: COMPREHENSION 

 

(c) Which line in stanza 3 offers a good advice? 

 

................................................................................................................................................. 

           [1 mark] 

            L: ANALYSIS 

 

(d) What would you do when your best friend is making a big mistake and refuses to 

listen to your advice? 

 

i) Action:  

 

.................................................................................................................................. 

.................................................................................................................................. 

 

ii) Reason:  

 

.................................................................................................................................. 

.................................................................................................................................. 

 

    [2 marks] 

     L: EVALUATION 
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33   The following are the novels studied in the literature component in English Language.  

 

 Catch Us If You Can  -   Catherine MacPhail  

The Curse     -   Lee Su Ann  

 Step by Wicked Step  -   Anne Fine  

 

 

Choose any one of the novels above and answer the question below. 

Using the details from the novel that you have studied,  

 choose a character 

 discuss how the character has taught you one valuable lesson 

 

Support your answer with close reference to the text. 

                      [15 marks] 

         L: EVALUATION 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

KERTAS SOALAN TAMAT 
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ANSWER SHEET FOR SECTION A 

 

 

1 A B C D   9 A B C D 

 

 

2 A B C D   10 A B C D 

  

 

3 A B C D   11 A B C D 

 

 

4 A B C D   12 A B C D 

 

 

5 A B C D   13 A B C D 

 

 

6 A B C D   14 A B C D 

 

 

7 A B C D   15 A B C D  

 

 

8 A B C D 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Examiner‟s 

Code 

 

 
Section 

 

 
Marks 

 
A 
 

 
15 

 

 
B 
 

 
10 

 

 
C 
 

 
25 

 

 
D 

 
20 

 

 
Total 

 
70 

 


